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New compact design. Faster throughput. Greater availability.

In-line bundle squarer/strapper
ISB

An ITW Company

Fast operational cycle

Handles up to 32 bundles per minute
outpacing any FFG!

NEW compact design

Requires 30% less floor space to
accommodate longer casemaking lines.

NEW automatic coil change

Another Signode first! ISB features the
“First True Automatic Coil” splicing
system, allowing zero down time.

SERIESISB13,16,20



Function and operation
Extensively proven worldwide, with approaching 2000
successful machine placements, Signode ISB machines are
universally acknowledged as the ‘industry standard’
bundle/squaring/strapping machine, both in terms of
performance and reliability. Now, the new generation ISB
offers casemakers even greater production efficiency
combined with the reliable, high-speed, low-maintenance
operation, for which ISB is renowned.

The ISB automatically squares and straps up to 32 bundles
per minute, strapping in the flute direction. Now featuring
even simpler construction and more durable parts, the ISB
offers outstanding reliability – all in a more compact
footprint reducing floor space requirements by 30% to
accommodate longer casemaking lines.

ISB machine range
ISB has been designed around a revolutionary new modular
system to make it easier to choose the ideal system
specification to suit customer requirements.  The range
comprises three primary models, the ISB 13,16 and 20 to
accommodate all FFG widths. Models range from single
pusher/single head economy model, to dual-headed
machines with two independent pushers and fully
automatic coil change, providing continuous availability.

ISB Options
Second independent pusher for high speed application
Dual head system for simultaneous application of two 
straps
Compacting belt for mini-stack applications
Entry and exit conveyors
Auto splice system for automatic coil change over

Signode Global Service and Support
As a global product, consumables, service and parts 
back up is available from Signode distributors and 
partners worldwide.

Industry standard levels of performance and reliability
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Auto re-set feature
Auto Re-set feature automatically adjusts the ISB to suit new
stack dimensions at the push of a button.

Modular design
A unique modular concept with stack widths from 170 mm to
2000 mm, plus a full range of options allows you to choose the
perfect system for your requirements.

Automatic coil change
Another Signode breakthrough. Strap is automatically spliced
from a second dispenser to provide continuous production
with zero downtime.

Compact design
Requiring 30% less floor space than previous models, ISB
easily integrates into existing lines and facilitates the
requirement for longer casemaking lines.

Pre-drape strapping
Machine uses economical narrow polypropylene strap with
maximum efficiency, producing flat tight bundles that can be
readily palletised.

Unmatched simplicity
New ISB design combines simplified construction with even
more durable wear parts, for significantly reduced ownership
cost.
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